Human red (HR), green (HG), and blue (HB) cone pigments are responsible for human color vision, and their photoabsorption wavelengths spread uniquely over the three primary colors. These pigments, however, include only one common chromophore, retinal. Here, we report physical basis of the color tuning in human vision on the basis of SAC-CI calculations for excited states of the cone pigments. The dominant origin of the redgreenblue distinction lies in differences in electrostatic interactions between retinal and its surrounding proteins. Structural distortion effect of the retinal chromophore is important in human blue pigment. Detailed analysis on individual roles of amino acids within these proteins has clarified elaborate mechanisms of the color tuning, in accordance with previous mutagenesis experiments. Furthermore, the color tuning is regulated by amino acids at specific positions in the proteins, suggesting some genetic origins for the color tuning.
Molecular processes of human color vision start with photochemical reactions in visual cone pigments in retina. 16 In human retina, there are three cone pigments, human blue (HB), green (HG), and red (HR) and they are responsible for the color distinction. 7 Absorption wavelengths of the HB, HG, and HR pigments are 414 nm (2.99 eV), 3, 8, 9 532 nm (2.33 eV), 3, 8, 10 and 563 nm (2.20 eV), 3, 8, 10 respectively. After amino acid sequences of these pigments were identified, 11 pioneering mutagenesis studies 4,9,10,1214 were conducted for clarifying biological origin of the color tuning, but physical mechanism of the color tuning has been a long-standing problem, which was difficult to solve solely by one-dimensional information such as homology or differences among the amino acid sequences. It is now possible to clarify basic physics behind the color tuning in visual pigments by applying modern electronic structure theories (for example, see 1519 and references therein). The present study helps to understand general features of the color tuning mechanism among the cone pigments of vertebrates and, at the same time, an origin of the color vision deficiency.
Regarding theoretical studies on absorption spectrum of retinal, starting with the quantum-mechanical/molecular-mechanical (QM/MM) studies in solutions, 20, 21 many studies were reported on the spectral tuning of the rod pigment, bacteriorhodopsin, and sensory rhodopsin II. 1519, 2234 In our knowledge, there is, however, only a CI-single level of study 32 on human cone pigments. Semiquantitative calculations 32 could not reproduce experimental absorption energies, so it was difficult to discuss the color tuning mechanism.
In this study, we theoretically determined structures of human visual pigments and clarified molecular mechanisms behind the color tuning in the three cone pigments. On the basis of the calculations for excited states of human cone pigments using symmetry adapted cluster-configuration interaction (SAC-CI) method, 3538 we clarified electronic structure of retinal protonated Schiff base (PSB) and interactions between PSB and the opsin environments. 39 SAC-CI method has already been established as a reliable method for calculating excited states of small molecules to photobiological systems. 40, 41 The method was successfully applied to photosynthetic reaction centers 4244 and retinal proteins, such as HB, 17 rhodopsin (Rh) 33, 45 and the proton-pump system. 33, 45 We also performed detailed analysis on individual roles of amino acids within these proteins, which has clarified elaborate mechanisms of the color tuning, in accordance with previous mutagenesis experiments. 4, 9, 10, 12 The present results have added new understanding based on three-dimensional information, such as molecular structures, electronic wave functions, and intermolecular interactions in the cone pigments. Furthermore, we report that the color tuning is regulated by amino acids at specific positions in the opsins, suggesting some genetic origins for the color tuning.
Computational Details
In the geometry optimizations, we started from the homology modeling structures (PDB: 1KPX, 1KPW, and 1KPN for HR, HG, and HB, respectively) 46 as initial guesses. To improve the protonation states of the charged residues, we performed Poisson Boltzmann calculations 47 by using MEAD (macroscopic electrostatics with atomic detail) program to determine local pK a of ionizable amino acids. In Table S1 in the Supporting Information ³ Present address: Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606-8502 (SI), we provided a list of protonation states adopted in the present study. In addition, the positions of the water molecules were also modified according to the X-ray structures of Rh 48 (PDB: 1L9H). In the HG and HR, the Cl ¹ binding sites were introduced in the vicinity of amino acids at positions 181 and 197 on the basis of the experimental mutation results.
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Structures and excited states of the cone pigments were calculated using the hybrid QM/MM method. 49 The QM/ MM program 24,50 which we used in our previous studies was successfully applied to retinal proteins. 17, 24, 33, 45, 50 We also implemented the QM/MM code 39, 45, 51 into the development version of Gaussian03. 52 Further details of the QM/MM method were given in the SI. In the geometry optimizations, density functional theory (DFT 53 ) with B3LYP functional 54, 55 was used for the QM region, and AMBER99 force field 56 was used for the MM region. SAC-CI calculations were performed using local energy minimum structures obtained by the QM/MM calculations. MD calculations were performed in constructing the homology modeling structures 46 which were used as the reference in this study. Statistical average by the MD sampling should be done in the next step. 57 Regarding the QM/MM boundary, we used two models as shown in Figure 1 . The RET model, that was used for analysis, consists of only retinal PSB chromophore. The active site (AS) model includes the counter ion residue and a neighboring water in addition to the RET model. The QM/MM boundary was at the C ¢ C £ bond of lysine and the C ¡ C ¢ bond of aspartate as shown in Figure 1 . The C ¢ of Lys and the C ¡ of Asp were replaced by the H atoms.
In both B3LYP and SAC-CI calculations, a double-¦ polarization basis 58 was used for the carbons of the retinal ³-system, the N and H atoms of the PSB, and the O and C atoms of the carboxylate groups in the counter ion residue and water. Double-¦ sets 58 were used for the rest of the atoms. Furthermore, a single ptype anion function (¡ = 0.059) 58 was augmented on the O atoms of the counter ion group. This level of basis sets was sufficient for calculating absorption energies of the systems. 17, 33, 45 In SAC-CI calculations, all valence orbitals were included in the active space. The core orbitals and corresponding virtual orbitals were treated as frozen core and frozen virtual orbitals, respectively. For the excitation operators in SAC and SAC-CI wave functions, all single and selected double excitations were included. A perturbation selection method 59 was used. Threshold sets of "LevelTwo" were used, which is defined in Gaussian03 as 5.0 © 10 ¹6 and 5.0 © 10 ¹7 au for the SAC and SAC-CI wave functions, respectively.
We also calculated excitation energy of retinal chromophore in gas phase and checked the basis set dependence using all-trans PSB model chromophore. To compare CASPT2 and SAC-CI results, we used atomic coordinates determined by a CASSCF calculation. 31 The basis sets described above gave the excitation energy of 1.96 eV. We added the polarization functions on all atoms and got 1.98 eV. Diffuse s and p functions were further augmented, which gave 1.97 eV. The CASPT2 results 31 with the same CASCSF geometry were 2.27 eV. Present SAC-CI results were around 0.3 eV smaller than the CASPT2 one. Since the CASSCF geometry used has a large bond-length alternation, the calculation might overestimate excitation energy. Even if we consider this possibility, the SAC-CI results do not so significantly deviate from the ELISA experiment (2.03 eV). 60 We also examined the applicability of the present method by calculating excitation energy of 11-cis protonated Schiff base (11PSB) in hexane solution. 61 The 11PSB and its counter ion, trichloroacetate, 61 were described quantum-mechanically. Effect of solution was calculated with polarizable continuum model (¾ = 1.92, heptane). Atomic coordinates were optimized using DFT at B3LYP/6-31G* level. Excited state calculation was performed using SAC-CI method with the same basis sets as we used for the cone pigments. For the Cl atoms, D95 basis set was employed. Excitation energy was calculated to be 2.59 eV (at LevelTwo) and 2.61 eV (at LevelThree), which reasonably agrees to the peak position observed in the experiment (2.71 eV 61 ). LevelThree energy threshold set defined in Gaussian03 is 1.0 © 10 ¹6 and 1.0 © 10 ¹7 au for SAC and SAC-CI wave functions, respectively.
Regarding the line shape of the spectra, we refer previous studies on the method 21 and its application to the spectrum of retinal chromophore in protein. 23 
Results and Discussion

SAC-CI Theoretical Excitation Energies Compared with
Experiments. The SAC-CI calculations showed reasonable agreement to the experimental excitation energies of six pigments, which are listed in Table 1 . The SAC-CI calculations were performed with the AS model (Figure 1 ) under the electrostatic potential (ESP) of the MM region ("In opsin"), since this model gave reliable excitation energies of retinal proteins as investigated in our previous studies. 17, 45 The SAC-CI values for the wild-type HB, HG, and HR are 2.94, 2.32, and 2.08 eV, respectively, while the experimental absorption energies are 2.99, 2.33, and 2.20 eV, respectively. For the triple (3MUT) 10 and double (2MUT) 13 mutants of HG, the SAC-CI values were 2.20 and 2.40 eV, respectively, and the experimental values were 2.23 and 2.48 eV, respectively. The observed absorption peaks were assigned to the first excited states that have the largest oscillator strength in this energy region. They are ³³* HOMOLUMO transitions. The present calculations do not include electronic polarization effect of proteins. In previous studies of bacteriorhodopsin, polarizable force field models gave a red shift of 0.19 23 to 0.34 eV.
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A recent DFTB study gave smaller amount of red shift (0.07 eV).
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Physical Origin of Color Tuning.
In the QM/MM calculations, we used two computational models, the "AS" and "RET" models as shown in Figure 1 . In the AS model, the retinal PSB-lysine and the counter ion group were treated Table 1 . The geometries for calculating these excitation energies were the same as the QM/MM optimized ones.
The ES X term in eq 1 may be further decomposed as
The bare chromophore is first exposed to the protein ESP, which gives the first term.
Here Áµ X bare ðrÞ is the electron density difference upon the transition of the bare chromophore, and Qðr A Þ is the atomic charge of atom A. Next, the electron densities of the ground and excited states relax and give the relaxed density difference, Áµ X ð¼Áµ X bare þ Á£ X Þ, where Á£ X represents the change due to the relaxation. This relaxation corrects the ES effect on the excitation energy as
The rest of the ES effect may arise from the electronic structure of the retinal PSB itself. They are represented as RLX
The ¤ES X and RLX X terms represent the relaxation effect on the ES interaction and the chromophore's electronic structure, respectively, due to the protein ESP. Consequently, the excitation energy was decomposed into five terms.
To clarify the physical origin of the color tuning, each term was compared to that of Rh.
Figure 2 clearly shows that the physical origin of color tuning is primarily the protein ES interaction between PSB and the opsin environment. In HB, the overall ES effect (ÁES X , sum of the second to 4-th terms in eq 5) amounts to 0.32 eV of the overall spectral blue shift of 0.49 eV. The spectral red shifts of HG (0.13 eV) and HR (0.37 eV) are also dominated by the protein ES effect (0.08 eV for HG and 0.33 eV for HR). The structural effect of the chromophore (0.24 eV), as pointed out in a previous study, 31 becomes important factor in the spectral blue shift of HB. The counter ion QM effect gives essentially no contribution to the specific spectral shift among the cone pigments.
Within the ES terms, the ÁES X 0 term characterizes the ES effect on the color tuning, while the relaxation effects, Á¤ES X and ÁRLX X gave only minor corrections to the overall ES effect. This result indicates that the electronic structure in the gas phase characterizes qualitative feature of the spectral shift. A possibility of the electronic relaxation effect such as polarization of the retinal PSB can be ruled out.
There is another way to analyze the spectral tuning mechanism as conducted in previous studies. 15, 18, 28 Starting with the calculation of the bare retinal chromophore, the counter ion was attached to the retinal as a part of the QM region, and then the rest of the protein environment was included as classical point charge models.
The · X counter ion term was defined as E X ex ðAS; BareÞ À E X ex ðRET ; BareÞ and represents the effect of the counter ion residue on the spectral tuning. The ES X other term was calculated as E X ex ðAS; OpsinÞ À E X ex ðAS; BareÞ and includes the protein ES effect except for the counter ion. In the case of the spectral tuning of Rh, since the · X counter ion term gave a significant blue shift in previous CASPT2 studies 15, 18, 26, 28, 29 and others, 16, 30 the counter ion effect was ascribed to the origin of the spectral tuning in Rh. 15, 18, 28 On the ES X other term, Andruniów et al. 28 and Coto et al. 15 reported large red shift contribution of 0.450.53 eV, while minor red shift contribution (0.08 eV) was obtained in recent study. 18 In our present result, the excitation energy calculated with the AS model without the other ESP, E X ex ðAS; BareÞ, was 2.44 eV. Including the rest of the protein ESP only gave negligible change of 0.01 eV in the Rh case, which is close to the conclusion given by Sekharan and co-workers. 18 The each term in the eq 6 was compared to that of Rh as the same way as eq 5 where X = HB, HG, and HR. As clearly seen in Figure 3 , the ÁES X other term is the determining factor of the color tuning among the cone pigments, which is consistent to the conclusion derived from eq 5. The counter ion effect · X counter ion plays a key role to determine the excitation energy of each pigment, but the relative order of the photoabsorption energy among the cone pigments is determined by the protein ESP other than the counter ion.
The protein ES effect on the excitation energy originates from the following mechanism. As shown in Figures 4a  and 4b , the LUMO of the retinal chromophore is localized mainly on the Schiff base side (right) of the ³-chain, while the HOMO is localized on the other ¢-ionone ring side (left). The HOMOLUMO transition is, therefore, an intramolecular electron transfer from the ring to the N ¦ region. As a result, the excitation is affected by the external ESP, which gradually decreases toward the N ¦ atom in all the retinal proteins 17, 33, 45 as shown in Figure 4c . The N ¦ -to-C 5 differences in the ESP are ¹0.15, ¹0.11, ¹0.10, and ¹0.07 au for HB, Rh, HG, and HR, respectively. Under these protein ESPs, the HOMOLUMO gaps increase by 0.69, 0.44, 0.37, and 0.15 eV in HB, Rh, HG, and HR, respectively, in comparison with the isolated "bare" chromophore. Table 1 clearly shows that the excitation energies of the pigments correlate well with the N ¦ -to-C 5 ESP differences, which were summarized in "ES" term in Figure 2 and "Other protein ES effect" in Figure 3 .
The structural effect of the chromophore in HB originates from the bond length alternation (BLA) of the retinal ³-skeleton. As shown in Figure 5 , the BLA enlarges in the order of HB > HG > HR. When BLA is prominent, the absorption energy of the first excited state becomes large, as shown both experimentally 64 and theoretically. 30, 45 The order of BLA among the cone pigments explains the results of the resonance Raman experiment: the vibrational frequencies of the C=C ethylenic stretching and the C=NH stretching modes of HB are the largest among the cone pigments. 65 When BLA is larger, the rotation around the CC single bond in the ³-chain becomes easier. The distortion around the C 6 C 7 single bond (rotation of ¢-ionone ring) in HB is 56 degrees from the molecular plane, about 1018 degrees larger than those of the other pigments. The C 6 C 7 rotation remarkably increases the excitation energy of the PSB. The C 8 C 9 and C 10 C 11 single bonds of HB also deviate by 613 and 1315 degrees, respectively (See the list of dihedral angles in SI). The BLA is actually caused by the protein ESP. As the ESP difference between the N ¦ -and C 5 -edges increases, the BLA becomes more significant (See SI). Thus, the protein environment tunes the excitation energy of PSB by controlling the BLA of the ³-skeleton.
Amino Acid Sequences Responsible for Color Tuning. The protein ES effect is expressed further as a sum of the contribution from each amino acid I as where ÁµðrÞ is the electron density difference upon transition and Qðr A Þ is the atomic charge of atom A of the amino acid I.
To search for important positions of I, the relative numbers ÁES XY ðIÞ ¼ ES X ðIÞ À ES Y ðIÞ were calculated for all I and for all pairs of pigments X and Y (X, Y = HB, Rh, HG, and HR). Charged residues and their counter ions were treated as single residues. The important amino acids are described in Figure 6 .
These amino acid positions may be classified into four groups, depending on their specific roles. The first group of amino acids works to discriminate HB from Rh, HG, and HR.
The largest contribution comes from position 186. It is very interesting that the common amino acid, serine, gives red shift contributions of 0.090.13 eV in Rh, HG, and HR, while it is very small in HB. We note that this fact cannot be extracted only from the one-dimensional amino acid sequence information: the structural and physical knowledge of the molecular interactions is important. The structures of the retinal binding sites are shown in Figure 7 . In Ser186 of Rh and in Ser202 of HG and HR, the OH directions are parallel to the retinal ³-skeleton, resulting in a spectral red shift, since they create a positive ESP around the Schiff base part. The OH group in HB, however, is perpendicular to the ³-skeleton, so its effect is negligible. These OH directions are controlled by the hydrogen-bonding networks and are energetically stable. Although we artificially tried to change the bonding pattern in HB into that of Rh, it returned to the original HB pattern after the QM/ MM energy minimization. We found that this machinery for HB and Rh 17 is actually common to all the visual pigments. In a previous experiment, an Ala308Ser mutation experiment (at position 292 in Figure 6 ) was performed in a human red His197Tyr mutant, and a spectral blue shift of 0.08 eV was observed. 67 In addition, a Ser308Ala mutant was produced in the mouse green cone pigment, which showed a red shift of 0.08 eV. 67, 68 These results indicate that a serine residue at position 292 increases the excitation energy. These experimental results seem to arise from the following two reasons. First, Ala308 in HR itself has the red shift effect as shown in Figure 6 . Second, as seen in Figure 7a , a serine at position 292 mediates the hydrogen-bonding network. This residue tunes the excitation energy by controlling the OH direction of serine residues at position 186. If an alanine is at position 292, a serine at 186 would contribute to the spectral red shift as in Rh, HG, and HR.
A previous mutation study by Lin and co-workers demonstrated that Gly90Ser, Trp265Tyr, and Ala292Ser mutations in Rh show particularly large spectral blue shifts. 12 Fasick and co-workers showed, however, that the opposite mutations in HB did not necessarily give spectral red shifts, 9 as shown in Color Tuning Mechanism of Human Cone Pigments Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn. Vol. 82, No. 9 (2009) compared with those of the two experimental studies in Table 2 . The theoretical results were closer to those of Fasick and co-workers. 9 Ser87 in HB (Gly90 in Rh) contributes to the red shift (¹0.018 eV), while Tyr262 and Ser289 in HB (Trp265 and Ala292 in Rh, respectively) contribute to blue shifts of 0.040 and 0.004 eV, respectively. This would imply that the mutations in Rh 12 cause structural changes that induce other sources of the spectral shift. Table 2 also shows 5 additional amino acids that gave large ES contributions to the spectral shift. Although amino acid residues in positions 113, 118, and 186 are identical between HB and Rh, their red shift contributions were estimated to be 0.049, 0.030, and 0.084 eV, respectively. These results clearly show that one-dimensional amino acid sequence information alone is not sufficient to understand the color tuning mechanism of the cone pigments. Three-dimensional structural information and the physical interactions involved are essential to understand the mechanism.
The second group is the Cl ¹ binding site, which is composed of positions 181, 184, and the Cl ¹ ion. As shown in Figure 6 , the overall contribution of the Cl ¹ binding site is the spectral red shift in both HG and HR, although the Cl ¹ itself has a blue shift contribution. Positions 181 and 184 in HG and HR are positively charged histidine and lysine, respectively, which have red shift contributions of 0.050.14 eV. In contrast, HB and Rh have neutral glutamate and glutamine residues at positions 181 and 184, respectively, which give almost no contributions.
Structures around the Cl ¹ binding sites in HG and HR are shown in Figure 8 . The conformations of His197 in HG and HR are different. This arises from the differences in the local cavity environment and hydrogen-bonding pattern. As shown in Figures 7c and 7d , the main chain part of His197 interacts with Ser202 in HG but with Cys203 in HR. Consequently, the C=O orientation in Cys203 changes in HR, which results in the spectral red shift. It is, however, very difficult to determine the origin of this structural difference. Our tentative opinion, based on the observation of the structure, is as follows: In the cases of bacteriorhodopsin (bR) and sensoryrhodopsin II (sR II), a small perturbation in the loop structure causes the spectral shift. 69 As shown in Figure 8 , the loop between transmembrane helices 6 and 7 in HG becomes shorter than that in HR due to the Pro298 residue (Ala298 in HR). This difference slightly changes the interactions between amino acids, which might ultimately result in a different orientation of the His197 residue.
The red shift effect of the Cl ¹ binding site was confirmed by theoretical mutation simulations. As in the previous experimental mutagenesis, 13 His197 and Lys200 in HG and HR were replaced by alanine residues to remove the Cl ¹ binding site. The calculated excitation energy of the HG mutant became 2.40 eV, which was in close accordance with the observed value, 2.48 eV. For the HR double mutant, the spectral blue shift of 0.20 eV was expected as shown in Table 1 . The ESP curves shown in Figure 4c also explain the spectral blue shifts caused by the mutations. The ESPs of 2MUTs of HG and HR decrease around the SB regions, when the Cl ¹ binding sites were removed.
The third group (positions 187, 261, 268, and 269) characterizes HR. At positions 261 and 269, HR has dipolar Tyr277 and Thr285, whereas HB, HG, and Rh have nonpolar phenylalanine and alanine residues, 10 as shown in Figure 9 . The OH groups in HR align such that the O atoms are closer to the retinal chromophore since the ESP created by the retinal PSB is positive around the ¢-ionone side (Figure 9b ). These OH orientations provide a negative ESP on the ¢-ionone side of the chromophore, which decreases the absorption energy. Although all pigments have a cysteine residue at position 187, only Cys203 in HR has a red shift effect, as shown in Figure 6 . This difference arises from the C=O orientation of the peptide bond which is controlled by the local hydrogen-bonding network, as depicted in Figure 7 .
These OH dipole contributions were also confirmed by theoretical mutation. The neutral residues Ala180, Phe277, and Ala285 in HG were replaced by the dipolar residues in HR, Ser, Tyr, and Thr, respectively. The calculated excitation energy of the triple mutant was 2.20 eV, which is very close to the experimentally created triple mutant (2.23 eV). As seen in Figure 4c , the dipolar residues introduced in HG (3MUT) provide negative ESP contributions around the ¢-ionone side of the chromophore, which decrease the absorption energy.
We further compared the ES contributions of the amino acids with the results of the experimental mutagenesis. 10 Around 12 c) HB mutant. 9 d) Sum of the 9 residues' contributions. e) Spectral shift observed in the 9-ple mutant of Rh, (Met86Leu, Gly90Ser, Ala117Gly, Glu122Leu, Ala124Thr, Trp265Tyr, Ala292Ser, Ala295Ser, and Ala299Cys). f) Sum of the 5 residues' contributions. 80% of the spectral shift between HG and HR was ascribed to the three amino acids at positions 180, 277, and 285. 10 The majority of the spectral difference was explained by up to seven amino acids. 10 We compared the experimental spectral shifts 10 with the results of the decomposition analysis given by ÁES XY ðIÞ ¼ ES X ðIÞ À ES Y ðIÞ (X = HG, Y = HR). These results are summarized in Table 3 . In the present analysis, these residues contribute to the red-to-green spectral shift by 0.001 0.053 eV, and the total blue shift amounts to 0.131 eV. Particularly, the three residues at positions 180, 277, and 285 give large contributions and amount to 0.111 eV. Our theoretical results closely reproduce the experimental spectral shifts (0.128 and 0.097 eV for the septuple and triple mutants, respectively), which support our protein structures and electronic structures described in the present study.
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The last group (position 113) is the counter ion residue of the PSB. The amount of the red shifts is in the order of HB > Rh > HR > HG, indicating that the counter ion residues are qualitatively controlling the spectral peak positions. According to the results with the AS model shown in Figure 3 , the counter ion effect does not explain the relative order of the excitation energies among the visual pigments.
Thus, we found that color tuning is regulated by the amino acids at specific positions in the amino acid sequence of the retinal proteins. This fact may imply that there are some genetic origins (for a review, see reference ). The present theoretical study has thus shed light on the physical and chemical origins of color tuning behind the existing experimental findings.
Conclusion
Human retina has HR, HG, and HB cone pigments which are responsible for the color vision. Photoabsorption wavelengths of the cone pigments spread uniquely over the three primary colors. These pigments, however, include only one common chromophore, retinal, which means the protein environment, opsin, regulates excitation energy of retinal chromophore. In this article, we report physical basis of the color tuning in human vision on the basis of SAC-CI calculations for excited states of the cone pigments.
The present SAC-CI results showed reasonable agreements with experimental photoabsorption energies of three cone pigments and their mutants. Decomposition analysis which clarifies the individual role of the amino acids also showed good agreements with the results of mutation experiments. Computational models of the cone pigments were obtained theoretically by QM/MM geometry optimization. Starting with the homology models provided in a previous study, we modified protonation states of ionizable residues and position of water molecules using PoissonBoltzmann calculations and available experimental data. QM(B3LYP)/MM(AMBER) calculations were performed for geometry optimizations.
Two kinds of analysis were conducted for clarifying physical origin of the color tuning. Both showed that the dominant origin of the redgreenblue distinction lies in differences in electrostatic interactions between retinal and its surrounding proteins. Structural distortion effect of the retinal chromophore is important in human blue pigment. Counter ion residue contributes significant blue shift effect 15, 18, 28 and, therefore, important for determining the excitation energy of each cone pigment. However, according to the present analysis, the counter ion is not relevant to the relative order of the excitation energies among the visual pigments.
Detailed analysis on the individual roles of the amino acids within these proteins has clarified elaborate mechanisms of the color tuning, in accordance with previous mutagenesis 9, 10, 13 experiments. Previous mutation experiments clarified the key amino acids for the color tuning on the basis of the homology/ difference among the amino acid sequences. Present study adds three-dimensional understanding on structures, electronic wave functions, and molecular interactions. Furthermore, the color tuning is regulated by amino acids at specific positions in the opsins, suggesting some genetic origins for the color tuning. This study was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists, Scientific Research on Priority Areas "Molecular theory for real systems," and the Global COE Program (No. B-09) from JSPS. A part of the study was also supported by JST-CREST and Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists from ACCMS and IIMC, Kyoto University. A portion of the computations was carried out at RCCS (Okazaki, Japan).
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